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By Dr. James R. Dire

Some of the best glass man-
ufactured today is made in
China and has been incorpo-
rated into refracting telescopes
for many years by telescope
makers around the globe. A
new company that just came on
the scene making telescopes is
Jiaxing RuiXing Optical Instru-
ment Company. Jiaxing is a
suburb of Shanghai, China. 

Coincidentally, Jiaxing was
on the centerline for the July
22, 2009 total solar eclipse. I
was in Jiaxing for that solar
eclipse! Early in 2020, the Jiax-
ing RuiXing Optical Instru-
ment Company released their
first telescope model, the Askar
FRA400 (Image 1). The FRA is
an acronym which means Flat-
field Refractive Astrograph,
while the 400 represents the
focal length of the instrument
in millimeters. I decided to test
one to see how it completes

with other instruments in the
same class.

Image 2 displays the finely
crafted and adorned instrument
close up. The optical tube is
colored flat white. The focuser
is black with red trim, which
matches the red tube rings,
handle, dovetail plate and ob-
jective cover. The diagonal, eye-
piece and red dot finder are
mine as the telescope just ships
with the optical tube assembly
and the aforementioned red-
colored accessories. In addition,
the telescope comes with a 2-
inch to 1.25-inch adapter so it
can be used with either size di-
agonal, and a M68 to M48
adapter to connect cameras
with M48 threads onto the
M68 threaded focuser.

As ornate as the telescope is
on the outside, what’s on the
inside is even more impressive.
The telescope is a 72mm f/5.6

Image 1 – The Askar FRA 400 telescope atop a Celestron
Advanced VX mount.
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Image 2 - Close up shot of the beautifully crafted and adorned
Askar FRA400 astrograph.

Image 3 - The quintuplet optics has five elements in two groups
with two extra-low dispersion lenses.

Image 4 - View with the focuser draw tube fully extended. The
black knob is the course focus knob while the red one is for fine
focus.

Image 5 - The telescope comes with a finder scope shoe.  The red
knob near the diagonal allows for 360 rotation of the diagonal.

Image 6 - The trim on the telescope is a good match for my SBIG
ST-8300C and ZWO ASI CCD cameras.

Image 7 - With the SBIG ST-2000XCM CCD camera, the telescope
dovetail plate and tube rings must place the telescope as high up
on the mount as possible to balance the declination axis.



apochromatic refractor. Most quality
Apos come with a three pieces of glass
inside with one element made of
extra-low dispersion (ED) glass. The
Askar FRA400 has five glass elements
in two groups, with two elements
made with ED glass (Image 3). This
combination provides the ultimate
color correction and delivers an ex-
tremely flat field to the eyepiece or a
CCD camera.

Image 4 shows the focuser fully
extended. The telescope has a nice
three-inch focuser with graduations
on the drawtube to assist in tracking
the focus position for various eye-
pieces or cameras. With the two-inch
diagonal I found the focus point for
most of my eyepieces was when the
drawtube was almost all the way
cranked in. The focuser has two
speeds with course focus knobs on
both sides and a fine focus knob on
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Image 8 - The author tested the telescope visually against his 70mm f/6 Stellarvue Apo.
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• Ideal for 8” Refractors, 14-16” Cassegrains, Ritchey-Chrétiens and CDKs

the right side (colored red.) The red
setscrew on the top right side of the
focuser is used to lock the focus posi-
tion.

I really like the handle attached to
the top of the tube rings. It makes car-
rying the telescope easy as well as re-
moving it and placing it back into the
foam lined box the telescope comes
in. The handle also can be used as a
sight when slewing the telescope to-
wards an object and with a low power
eyepiece, which almost eliminates the
need for a finder!

Optically and mechanically the
telescope has excellent craftsmanship.
There were only two things about it I
would change. First the tube rings re-
quire a 2.5mm Allen wrench (in-
cluded) to loosen or tighten them.
Most other telescopes in this class
have rings that can be removed with
hand-turn screws. Second, the three

Image 9 - One-hour exposure of M81 and M82 with the Askar FRA400 f/5.6 Apo using an
SBIG ST-2000XCM CCD camera.
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hand-turned screws that lock the di-
agonal onto the telescope are hard to
reach and turn. They are too small in
diameter to easily grip and don’t stuck
out far enough to get a good grip on
them. Don’t even think of tightening
them with gloves on in cold weather.
I found to securely attached my CCD
camera with a two-inch noseplug, I
had to use pliers to tighten them suf-
ficiently, but not so tight to break the
noseplug.

Image 5 contains a different angle
view of the focuser. The red knob on
the bottom of the draw tube is loos-
ened to rotate a diagonal or camera
up to 360 degrees!  Also note the
finder shoe on the top left side of the
focuser housing. The shoe fits the
dovetail sleeve for my red dot finder
and my Orion 9x50 finderscope.
Note the beefier knobs used to lock in
the finder.

My SBIG STF-8300C CCD

camera with a ZWO guide camera at-
tached to an off axis guider are mated
with the telescope as shown in Image
6. The red themes on the telescope
blend in nicely with these two cam-
eras! Unfortunately, I could not get a
good balance around the declination
axis with this setup. If the dovetail
plate were two inches longer I could
balance it. Fortunately, I have a longer
dovetail plate already that fits the bill.
I like the fact that the tube rings lift
the focuser high enough up so that
the focuser sits above the dovetail
plate with no operation interference.

I next attached my SBIG ST-
2000XCM CCD camera to the Askar
FRA4000 (Image 7). This has always
been my favorite CCD camera due to
its internal guide chip. This camera
also better balances around the dec
axis.

First light with the Askar FRA400
(Image 8) allowed me to compare it

to my Stellarvue 70mm f/6 telescope
(see ATT volume 11, issue 2, 2017)
at a dark site in Central Illinois on a
night with above average seeing and
transparency. I used two Explore Sci-
entific 82° eyepieces; a 14mm (29x)
and a 6.7mm (59x) along with an Ex-
plore Scientific 2x focal extender
(118x). Switching the eyepieces be-
tween the two telescopes allowed for a
side-by-side comparison.

The optics in the Askar FRA400
delivered superb views! Stars were
pinpoint throughout the field of view
as they were in the comparison scope.
Star colors were great and I would say
the star colors were more apparent in
the Askar FRA400 than in the Stel-
larvue.

Due to the small aperture, I con-
centrated on star clusters and bright
nebula such as M57 and M27. At the
higher powers, M13 was resolved into
many stars. Galaxies like M51 were
visible, but not much detail can be
picked up with a 72mm telescope.
However M31 filled the entire 14mm
eyepiece and was quite impressive. 

The 6.7 mm eyepiece with the
focal extender provided outstanding
views of Jupiter and Saturn. The col-
orful bands on Jupiter and its
Galilean moons really stood out. On
Saturn the rings were superb, the
Cassini division was resolved and
Titan was readily captured.

Next I tested the Askar FRA400’s
imaging capabilities. I discovered
there wasn’t enough back focus for my
SBIG ST-8300C CCD camera with
the off axis guider setup in Image 6,
so I used the ST-2000XCM CCD
camera shown in Image 7 since it has
an internal guide chip. My first image
was an hour exposure of M81 and
M82 (Image 9).

Two to three hours of data would
have been preferable. But with this
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Image 10 - Twenty-minute exposure of M3 with the Askar FRA400 f/5.6 Apo using an
SBIG ST-2000XCM CCD camera.
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image, the exposure was long enough
to exam the system for some general
conclusions. The image shows no hint
of chromatic aberration. In addition,
no field curvature is present attesting
to the success of the 5 element opti-

cal system. There is a good assortment
of star colors, red, blue, yellow and
white stars!

My second target was the globu-
lar cluster M3 (Image 10). With only
a 400mm focal length, the Askar

FRA400 did an outstanding job of re-
solving this star cluster.

The Askar FRA400 worked quite
well with the 2-megapixel ST-2000
CCD camera. But to better see how
flat the field was I really needed to test

Image 11 -  The author’s set up for imaging with the ASKAR FRA400 on a Celestron CGEM II mount with a SBIG ST-8300C CCD camera.
Guiding was done with a Stellarvue 70mm Apo with a ZWO ASI CCD camera.
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Image 12 - The full moon shot through the ASKAR FRA400 telescope.
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it with the 8.3-megapixel ST-8300C
camera. I decided to mate my Stel-
larvue 70mm Apo to the Askar
FRA400 and use the Stellarvue as a
guide scope. The setup is shown in
Image 11. The entire payload with
cameras weighed in around 20
pounds, only half the rated capacity
of my Celestron CGEM II mount
(see ATT volume 11, issue 1, 2017). 

The first night of imaging with
this setup was during a full moon
(Image 12). Except for the bright
moon, the sky conditions were excel-
lent for astro imaging; although deep

faint objects were not reachable.
The Great Hercules Globular Star

Cluster, a.k.a M13, appears in Image
13. This cluster is actually bigger than
M3, but appears smaller in this image
compared to Image 10 because the
ST-8300C camera has a much larger
field of view. In this 30-minute expo-
sure, stars are pinpoint to the very
edges and star colors are very crisp.

Since both of my CCD cameras
use M42 threads, I wasn’t able to
make use of the supplied M68-M48
adapter until I ordered a ring that
converts M48 to M42. Image 14

shows the supplied M68-M48
adapter. The ring that holds the 2-
inch diagonal, also hosting M68
threads, is removed from the focuser
drawtube and the M68-M48 adapter
screws onto the end of the drawtube.
The M48 threads will work with a
standard DLSR camera T-ring. But
for my CCD cameras the M48-M42
ring also shown in Image 14, does the
trick! I no longer need to use the
CCD camera 2-inch noseplug nor
have to worry about tightening the
three setscrews to hold either of my
cameras securely attached to the fo-

Image 13 - Globular cluster M13 shot with the setup in Image 11. The exposure was 40 minutes.
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REAL TIME SPECTROSCOPYREAL-TIME SPECTROSCOPY

Additional details and short videos at:

rspec-astro.com

Star Analyser Grating ($195)  ting ($195)

m

  ating ($195) RSpec software ($109)  109)

Image 14 -  The accessory on the left screws onto the end of the focuser to attach a 2-inch
diagonal or a 2-inch to 1.25-inch adapter to use with a 1.25-inch diagonal. The accessory
in the middle screws onto the end of the diagonal to connect to a camera with M48
threads.  The adapter on the right is the author’s M48-M42 adapter allowing him to attach
his CCD cameras to the telescope.

Image 15 -  The Askar f3.9 (0.7x) focal 
reducer (must purchase separately).
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cuser.
My last imaging tests were con-

ducted with an Askar 0.7x focal re-
ducer (Image 15). This is one of the
best focal reducers I have used. It has
M68 threads that attach it to the end
of the focuser drawtube (Image 16).

Using the focal reducer brings the
focal length down to 280mm and the
focal ratio to a very fast f/3.9!  This
system is ideal for extended faint ce-
lestial objects. I first targeted the en-
tire Veil Nebula, a faint supernova
remnant in Cygnus. Image 17 is a
180-minute exposure of the Veil
taken with the setup in Image 11. I
was impressed at the results 

I took some sky flats with the re-
ducer. Like the sky flats I took with-
out the reducer, there was no
noticeable brightness variation across
the field of view. There were some
round donuts caused by dust on the
CCD cover inside the camera, but
those are to be expected and are one
of many reasons do take flat field im-
ages for astro image processing.

My final test image was of M31,
the Andromeda Galaxy taken with the
reducer and the ST-8300C camera. I
did 2x2 binning, which renders the
color CCD chip into a monochrome
image. My 30-minute exposure ap-
pears in Image 18. The image pro-

duces about the best resolution of
M31 that can be obtained with a
72mm diameter telescope!

I have tested myriad telescopes
65-75mm in diameter. The Askar
FRA 400 is among the best on the
market today. The Jiaxing RuiXing
Optical Instrument Company only
offers one model telescope as I write
this article. But they don’t have 
to offer another model. They 
produced a winner in their first 
attempt. The Askar FRA 400 makes 
a great portable travel scope for 
visual use and is an outstanding 
instrument for wide-field astronomi-
cal imaging.

Image 16 -  The focal reducer has M68 threads to attach it directly onto the focuser.
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